Characterization and Transcriptional Activation of the Immediate Early Gene ARC During a Neural Correlate of Classical Conditioning.
Plasticity and learning genes require regulatory mechanisms that have the flexibility to respond to a variety of sensory stimuli to generate adaptive behavioral responses. The immediate early gene (IEG) activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein (ARC) is rapidly induced not only by neuronal stimulation but also during a variety of learning tasks. How ARC is regulated in response to complex stimuli during associative learning remains to be fully detailed. Here, we characterized the structure of the ARC gene in the pond turtle and mechanisms of its transcriptional activation during a neural correlate of eyeblink classical conditioning. The tARC gene is regulated in part by the presence of paused polymerase (RNAPII) that is poised at the promoter for rapid gene induction. Conditioning induces permissive chromatin modifications in the tARC promoter that allows binding by the transcription factor cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) within 5 min of training. During learning acquisition, the pausing factor negative elongation factor (NELF) dissociates from the promoter thereby releasing RNAPII for active transcription. Data additionally suggest that the DNA insulator protein CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF) is required for transcription by mediating a learning-induced interaction of the ARC promoter with an enhancer element. Our study suggests that the learning-inducible IEG tARC utilizes both paused RNAPII and rapid chromatin modifications that allow for dynamic gene responsiveness required when an organism is presented with a variety of environmental stimuli.